A Cognitive Control-Inspired Approach to Object Tracking.
Under a tracking framework, the definition of the target state is the basic step for automatic understanding of dynamic scenes. More specifically, far object tracking raises challenges related to the potentially abrupt size changes of the targets as they approach the sensor. If not handled, size changes can introduce heavy issues in data association and position estimation. This is why adaptability and self-awareness of a tracking module are desirable features. The paradigm of cognitive dynamic systems (CDSs) can provide a framework under which a continuously learning cognitive module can be designed. In particular, CDS theory describes a basic vocabulary of components that can be used as the founding blocks of a module capable to learn behavioral rules from continuous active interactions with the environment. This quality is the fundamental to deal with dynamic situations. In this paper we propose a general CDS-based approach to tracking. We show that such a CDS-inspired design can lead to the self-adaptability of a Bayesian tracker in fusing heterogeneous object features, overcoming size change issues. The experimental results on infrared sequences show how the proposed framework is able to outperform other existing far object tracking methods.